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Pacific Mall- Tagore Garden



   About the client

    Challenges

    Solutions

Pacific Mall Tagore Garden Delhi has an area of 6 lakhs sq. ft with about 2500 tonnes of air

conditioning capacity and more than 200 AHUs. The client has 230 energy meters, with

data collection being done manually. The mall has more than 50,000 foot-falls per day.

The existing BMS had limited functionality, and the customer faced several operational

& customizable challenges.

The gathered information from the energy meters was not integrated with the existing

SAP platform. It was done manually and was prone to human errors.

Remote accessibility to the energy overview & other details of the BMS was not

available & was within the premise only.

ZedBee provided their IoT-based platform on October 2022 for monitoring & control of 

 230  energy meters, 39 AHUs, STP, WTP, fire fighting pumps, chiller plants, and water

pumping systems.

ZedBee's IoT platform provided an automated system for collecting data from various

energy meters on a scheduled basis to a centralized database. Additionally, this data

was then integrated into the SAP billing module to send the bills of energy

consumption directly to the tenants.

The IoT platforms provided a range of dashboards to the clients that could be viewed

from anywhere to monitor energy consumption. In addition, the client can now also

auto-schedule any asset and also monitor the status through web & mobile

applications.
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    Results

ZedBee's interactive dashboards enabled the decision-making of the customers to be

much more data-driven and also helped them optimize all the assets. The first phase of the

project has laid the foundation for the customer to implement energy saving module of

ZedBee, to further optimize the energy consumption of the mall.

Mobile accessible Customizable Highly interactive

Operating status of  various
HVAC components

Zedbee's IoT platform is

Live energy consumption
data across various 
zones of the mall
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